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Prologue 

A hush descends around the perfect emerald green arena as the tall, emaciated man with a tight haircut 

runs in to the wicket to bowl. His shirt is tucked into his trousers which are hitched high up around the 

belly button. Every sinew in his pathetically weedy body strains as his wrist snaps into his fetch. His gun 

is cocked. His sweaty, grim gurn is almost unimaginable as he reaches his delivery stride, jumps, and 

puts his entire measly body weight into propelling the pink ball at his adversary with every ounce of his 

humanly strength. He releases it with a grunt. 

At the other end, the elegant looking batsman watches the ball, the first of his innings, come down and 

starts to move his feet, easing into his trigger movements. His technique is polished and has worn the 

test of time. His swagger suggests a long stay at the crease will ensue, and this is not a situation that 

will trouble him. With the ball on its way, he is able to observe that it has been released slightly faster 

than he was expecting, but no matter. He shuffles and readjusts. It’s just short of a length and rears 

ferociously off the rock-hard surface. The batsman has seen this before and knows what to do. He can 

simply gently rise onto his tip toes and deploy a straightforward backward defensive, killing the ball into 

the outfield; the delivery will be quashed, annulled, his mind will be at ease again. Things are not, 

however, as they appear. The ball takes him by surprise as it moves away off the seam on the hard 

surface. To his astonishment and horror, he succeeds only in edging the ball at pace towards the slip 

cordon. 

Another player of meagre stature stands at slip wearing a wide brim, hands resting on his knees. His 

services are not often required at slip and he is not expecting the ball. His eyes grow wide as he sees 

the pink globule appear in the corner of his vision, and before he has time to think the ball is already 

somewhere around his lower shin. The catch would be straightforward in the professional realms of the 

game, but it is travelling fast and low, almost unquestionably too fast and too low for the batsman to not 

be reprieved here. The batsman breathes a quiet sigh of relief and the spectators watch for the ball 

passing through the slips and crossing the boundary at fine third man. Meanwhile the fielder has 

tumbled to the ground, all knees, elbows and baggy clothes. The ball does not emerge. The fielder must 

be lying on it. But what’s this? The fielder is holding the ball aloft with a tentative, inquisitive appeal 

towards the square. The crowd have gone silent but then amongst the whispers, a faint garble of 

‘maaaaaaaaate’ can be heard. The batsman enquires politely to the Captain and Umpire to check 

whether or not the catch is good. Sensationally, it is! The helmeted maestro tucks his bat under his arm 

and walks off in the direction of the pavilion, his anguish palpable from afar, his downfall total. He is 

Don Bradman to CtC’s Eric Hollies. The fielding side cannot believe it. They have just witnessed a true 

cricketing miracle, the type of event that has seen entire chapters of cricket books written. Baffled, 

almost embarrassed celebrations take place on the square, and it seems certain that this Tour will 

witness the unexpected, and take these crispy, sunblock-lathered protagonists into uncharted territory. 

Editor’s Note 

The year is 2018. ‘Rwanda 2018’ was a concept that we doubted would ever become reality. We’d 

toured some crispy places, of course, and competed with some genuinely eccentric opponents, sure. 
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Snake Sharma, Ninja Monk and Paulo Di Canio in Portugal, Nashy in Corfu, Complaining Deaf Guy in 

Budapest, 1 Armed Clive and Kiwi Dave in Valencia, Big Wayne in Brittany and a bunch of 11-year olds 

in Monaco. We’d played cricket in some astonishing settings. But surely nothing would ever compete 

with more than a week in the Land of a Thousand Hills, our most significant destination to date from a 

cricketing, historical, cultural and personal perspective. Although they had helped many squad 

members become acquainted with the pleasures of a cold, expensive Efes at Ataturk Airport in Istanbul, 

long haul flights had previously only been required for ‘watching’ tours, rather than ‘playing’ tours. Make 

no mistake, this was to be a playing Tour, a Tour not a Holiday. 

One’s mind wanders back to when the Tour was first announced - in the CtC weekly email on 2nd 

December 2016 - on the eve of that season’s Christmas Curry, a remarkable 15 months prior to 

departure. Ruled to spam by some, read by many, eagerly awaited by few, this email undoubtedly 

caused a number of our squad to sit up a little more in their office chairs, close the BBC Sport website 

and mark the dates in diaries. Some stroked chins and considered how to manage WAG expectations 

and ponder whether the tour might justify yet another expensive new stick. 

Even Cricket Admin Champion of the World George Dean had surely finally met his match. Would this 

man, in his third straight year of getting paid handsomely by an office space company to select cricket 

teams for the summer, run the club website and arrange increasingly hair-brained Tours have enough 

in the tank to handle our most ambitious mission yet? A new continent. A record number of tourists, our 

first experience of an international stadium. A record number of fixtures. (Ed: far, far too many fixtures 

in fact for those clubm’n who enjoyed the tours of the early years, happily based primarily on drinking 

and fighting). A distinct age divide in the squad, book ended by Wise old Gun Arm Rutt and the ironically 

balding Sherwin, Pemberton’s Padawan. A long list of tourists with a record of on-tour Swede issues 

(too many to name, but notably including Hammond, who we can still picture fuming under a tree on a 

Greek island). 

This was quite simply a mammoth undertaking. Would our revered 

leader be up to the challenge? The answer is of course, yes, but by jove 

was this going to test him. George did give himself some slack by 

promoting Ed Pearson to Co-Tour Manager in a very shrewd 

appointment. Despite his abject failure to get the ground built during his 

tenure as Director of Cricket Builds Hope, Ed was known as a smooth 

operator and fearless paper-pusher with an enviable network on the 

ground – largely thanks to his coffee drinking, Wi-Fi-connecting, 

womanising, golfing (he was by now by some distance the best ball 

striker in the club) and hobnobbing with powerful Rwandan bureaucrats. 

With his cheeky grin, technical T-shirts, strong beard and overseas 

mobile phone allowance, he was the ideal man to bring this Tour to life 

and make it a success on and off the field. Maybe this Tour would even 

reveal the truth about his series of meetings in Rwanda with current 

England ladies’ captain, Heather Knight, just a couple of short years 

previously. 

The Tour WhatsApp Group was created on 3rd August 2017, and the 

data centres in Nevada were positively sweating at the prospect. 
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Touring Squad – recap 

 

 AKA Cricket role Tour role 

Dean The Chairman Bowler, Captain Tour Leader 

Pearson E The Chop King All Rounder Man on the Ground 

Rudkin H Rudders Batter Director of Cricket 

Cassels E The Cat Batter Counsel for the Defence 

Shaw Shagger Batter, Keeper Counsel for the Defence 

Fairbank Fatwank Bowler Judge 

Hammond Hammo nil All Rounder Counsel for the Prosecution 

Pemberton Pembo Batter 
Counsel for the Prosecution, Loose 
Cannon 

Dillon Dillo / Jacket Potato Batter Loose Cannon 

Gimson Puggers / Gimpo Bowler Weights and Measures 

Conway Bakeoff All Rounder Tour Photographer 

Rutt Rutty All Rounder Baggo and Tour Bard 

Rudkin R Rupes Bowler Baggo and Tour Bard 

Parker Nuggsy Batter Baggo and Tour Bard 

Sherwin Shez / Abe All Rounder Baggo and Tour Bard 

Coe Coe Bear Batter, Keeper Baggo and Tour Bard 

Davidson Davoe / Wetter Bowler Tour Reporter 1 (cheers mate) 

Cassels B Thanks Cass Batter Tour Reporter 2 

 

The Fundraising Quiz – Late 2017 

The journey of raising enough cash to be granted access to the hallowed Gahanga turf began at The 

Star of King’s where fundraising sec Pembo and chairm’n Dean hosted a pub quiz in late 2017. Thanks 

go out to all tourists who organised a table of mates that contributed to us raising a very respectable 

£980. Quiz rounds included ‘Rwanda’, ‘TV Theme tunes’, ‘Cricket’, ‘Logos’ and ‘Food and Drink’, where 

it was indeed confirmed that Rory is a Big Wetter. Many thanks to Hugh and Rory’s weird cousin, Guy, 

who read the questions while dressed as Dickie Bird. Dean ran a great game of heads and tails won by 

Rory’s and Hugh’s weird Uncle Nicky. 

The Fundraising Dinner – 27th January 2018 

The Tour was to support Cricket Builds Hope (formerly the 

Rwanda Cricket Stadium Foundation) in every possible way, 

including raising funds for them. It was decreed that this would be 

done by hosting a spectacular black-tie fundraising dinner and 

auction with Event Leads Deano and Pembo’s renowned culinary 

prowess our trump card. Dean would also run the auction 

alongside specialist jovial type and sometime wordsmith Dillon. 

The event was not only a tremendous success with £11,000 

raised, but an incredibly memorable occasion in which the CtC 

squad donned tea towels and glided around to wait tables with 

varying degrees of experience and skill. The kitchen team 

whipped up an excellent Boeuf Bourguignon, spuds Dauphinoise 

and winter greens. The event was a masterstroke from organisers 

Pemberton and Dean and provided a unique bonding experience. 

It is rumoured to have been the first time Jamie Rutt, our leading 

all-rounder, smiled during a club event or match and the first time 
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he admitted enjoying anyone else from the club’s company. 

Memorably, Cannon Pembo paid several hundred pounds for a day 

fishing with Hammo’s Dad. 

There was even time for unlikely drinking bedfellows Ed ‘The Cat’ 

Cassels, Tom ‘Abe Simpson’ Sherwin and Alex ‘John’ Carew to 

continue the party at a nearby rippers, where the latter was thrown out 

for inappropriately touching one of its hosts. 

The only slight blight on the evening was a box of ladles going missing, 

and the subsequent enlightenment about the financial value of a ladle, 

but with CtC Tours there is always collateral damage.  

 

 

1st February 2018 - The Pre-Tour Social 

To further entrench the high level of morale amongst the squad, CtC Social Secretary Ben Cassels also 

arranged a pre-departure dinner at well regarded Korean restaurant and karaoke venue Jihwaja in the 

club’s South London heartland. As the strains of Madonna were emitted from the adjacent booths, we 

ate fried chicken which pleased the plebs but not our disproportionately large contingent of culinary 

bores. This evening also saw the playing kit distributed to the extremely excited squad in the 

dangerously gritty Battle Cruiser next door. It is also speculated that it was this event that gave batsmen 

James Coe the taste of binge drinking again after a few years in the wilderness and saw him hit the 

bottle pleasingly hard on Tour. From the book of his car, Pembo tried to hand out large quantities of 

wine left over from the fundraising dinner to a mixed reception, which felt an ominous sign. However, 

there was an excellent level of ‘buzz’ building in the squad. 

Now follows the tale of the Tour to Rwanda 2018, told by the Touring Squad themselves. 

Friday 9th February 2018 – Bowlers Flight and arrival in Rwanda 

Our eager first wave of tourists eventually arrive in Rwanda and waste no time in heading to the 

spectacular Gahanga Cricket Stadium and having a net, where two extraordinary things take place. 

Firstly, one of Rutty’s mates is there, which is a mystery to everyone (we were unaware that Rutty was 

acquainted with anyone except Charlie Pearson, CtCCCC and Alice). Secondly, Gimmers powers a 

well struck drive out of the net and onto the ankle of a local lady, causing significant discomfort. Perhaps 

an ominous sign of bad luck for the tour – although it wasn’t quite clear for who. 

The Wave 1 tourists are then able to enjoy England vs Wales in a Malaysian restaurant near the 

compound, before retiring for a few beers and getting an early night in The Compound. 

Time to introduce, dear Reader, The Compound.  

The Compound is an absolutely extraordinary 

place, and a place none of the tourists will ever 

forget. Part Discotheque, part Hostel, part 

Bowling alley, part Sports Centre, part 

restaurant, it had plenty of space and amenities 

and could not have been a better base for us, not 

least with the Chairman signing off on a beer tab 

for the week – a welcome relief from the club’s 

traditional touring protocol of ordering in, lugging 

and refrigerating large slabs of piss. 

The Compound manager is, even more 

astonishingly, called Desiree and immediately 

nicknamed Disarray, which was to be somewhat appropriate as he attempted to keep The Compound’s 
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show on the road. His large staff’s duties including manually replacing pins at the bowling al ley and 

grilling extremely palatable meat skewers.  

 

Saturday 10th February 2018 – All Rounders and Batters’ Flight and arrival in Rwanda 

 

With the bowlers safely arrived in Kigali and settled in the compound, it was the turn of the larger 

contingent of the touring party comprising the All Rounders and Batters to attempt to board the plane. 

I use the word attempt as boarding the plane initially proved 

remarkably challenging. Cassels B managed to put Ben instead 

of Benjamin on his booking to put his safe arrival at risk, before 

Pearson of all people let himself down, realising he had less than 

six months validity on his passport. This was a clear 

contravention of rules and all of a sudden it looked a genuine 

possibility that we would be without our man on the ground and 

only first-class cricketer for the whole of the Tour. This would 

have been a genuine disaster. But this was not Ed’s first 

administrative crisis. In a determined state of panic and 

perseverance, our man simply got a Senior Rwandan diplomat 

on the blower and persuaded him to send a letter demanding he 

be given permission to board. The eventual, incredibly sloppy 

email (sent from a personal email inbox) was shown to the staff 

at Gatters and our man was on his way - performing a 

spectacular, full ‘bag drop to gate’ sprint, doing the full airport 

journey in no longer than about 5 minutes and arriving sweatily 

at the gate just as the last of us were boarding. He was on the 

Plane. Huzzah! Huzzah! Huzzah! 

Later at Ataturk in Istanbul, we inevitably follow the well-trodden 

path to an incredibly expensive pint or two of Efes, during which 

time we establish that Shez keeps a diary, and Conway is really 

small. 
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We arrive in Kigali at The Compound very late – approximately 4.30am after an inexplicable 2-hour 

queue at the airport, despite there only being 20 people in the queue. We turn up at the compound truly 

shattered and are greeted by the Chairman and the Director of Cricket in their underpants, which is 

disturbing but rather touching. Rooms have been allocated, with the bulk of the touring squad sleeping 

in ‘The Dormitory’ – a chamber of horrors which from the first minute of the tour became a cesspit of 

cricket kit, grass, sweaty underpants and flatulence-laced air. 

The lack of sleep is going to be brutal – we are up very early for our first game the following morning 

about 3.5 hours later, an unacceptable piece of scheduling from our Chairman in the views of some. 

Sunday 11th February – Double Header vs Titans and Challengers 

 

8am, Kigali time. The 18 smartphone alarms start ringing in the compound and the day has begun. 

The second wave flyers do not know where the heck they are. It’s a miracle no one gets electrocuted 

by the spaghetti junction of adaptors and chargers hanging out of the crumbling walls. It is harrowing 

and the dormitory epitomises disarray. The lads who are not ‘morning people’ are in a particularly bad 

way. We stagger downstairs with barely enough time until the stated bus departure time. Breakfast is 

served, and it is our first look at a breakfast that we will eat for the next 9 days. It consists of firm 

scrambled eggs and slices of avocado on tepid toast. A typically alert and coffee-charged Dean lets it 

go outside the off stump. The tepid-avocado-toast is loved by some, loathed by others throughout the 

tour, but by jove we shovel it down, pack our bags and pile onto the bus. Cassels B is last on to the bus 

and receives a largely unwarranted volley of abuse from tourists including from those usually more mild-

mannered (it is claimed by some witnesses but never proven that Rutt labelled him a ‘silly boy’). When 

the bus is too far from the compound to return, it is revealed that Cassels B was expected to lock the 

dormitory, he was not aware of this, but no fear – Pearson has phone battery and signal and calls 

Disarray, who confirms that he will keep an eye on our vallies. 

The Chairman had little sympathy in these challenging moments. 

‘Cass is a cunt’ 

The focus MUST, and can now be on the cricket (and coastguards). 

 

Game 1 – T20 vs Impala Titans 

We arrive at the ground - the set up and location are breath-

taking. The enormous oval of impeccably maintained grass 

is the perfect playground for the sleepy CtC squad who 

make like an international team, spread across the hallowed 

turf and seek to warm up by playing sports other than 

cricket. Dean, Hammond and Pemberton do some 

stretching by sitting on weird physio objects resembling sea 

anemones.  

Our first match is against Pearson’s old team, Impala Titans. 

They are an unknown quantity, but the “in-the-know” 

leadership group suspect that they are probably pus. 

The captains toss up and the Titans put CtC in to have a bat. 
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Gimson and Rudkin, an oft-deployed pairing for CtC in T20, 

stride slowly out to the middle amid fears from the dugout 

that Gimson might only score 11 runs from 11 overs as he 

did in the inaugural ATL fixture. The field is set and the 

Umpires are ready. We can’t believe it’s finally happening 

but it is, we’re just too jet lagged to take it all in. The Titan’s 

opening bowler is their captain, Davies. He backs himself 

and furiously sets the field with much gesticulation before 

lolloping in off a short run. Rudders defends the first ball with 

a big way of the bat and a shout of ‘NO’ and we are off. 

Shortly afterwards he does what we’re all expecting him to 

do and crashes a full one down the ground for four with a 

resounding thwack, but unfortunately the Director of Cricket 

doesn’t last long. His CtC career batting numbers are 

unbelievable prior to this tour but he doesn’t have the swede 

for an occasion like this, and holes out for 9 to a top edge at 

cover off other opening bowler Byringiro, who also 

dispatches Gimson for a useful 18. This brings season 

ToporderM’n Hammond and Dillon to the wicket, and we 

reset. That is, until Hammond falls for 6, also unable to 

perform under the pressure of this great occasion.  

The skipper tosses the ball to Jordi, the most recent more 

productive successor to Pearson as Project Director at 

Cricket Builds Hope, Jordi bowls quite nicely but our men 

take a liking to his bowling and his only over goes for 15 to 

kick start us a bit. 

All in all the bowling does not seem terribly challenging and we witness a solid of 60 between Dillon 

and new batsman Coe. Tour Photographer Conway takes a truly spectacular photo of Jack swinging 

through the ball about 3 seconds early, eyes closed, on his way to making a valuable 29, if not 

aesthetically-pleasing runs, and this was already confirmed as the photograph of Tour.  

 SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 2 - Dillon's famously difficult innings vs Impala Titans 
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Jack on his innings ‘Usually I see it like a beach ball on hard bouncy pitches but the cherry just wasn’t 

coming on you know? I was a bit jet lagged, the heart was pumping with the excitement of being on 

Tour and the Challengers were bowling even better than some of the stuff the boys were sending down 

in winter nets. Byringiro had the ball on a string’ 

Coe ends up with 30 before holing out off the bowling of Kwizera, and we double down on our gun bats 

and send in local favourite Pearson, who adds 30 not out with relative ease. 

After our bits n’ pieces opening gambit, CtC end up with a sporting total of 155 of our 20. 

The opposition go out to bat. The opening batsman is their captain, Davies he backs himself, and sure 

enough is a decent player with some nice strokes. At the other end it is our man Jordi again who looks 

able, if a little cross-eyed. 

CtC pack a much stronger bowling attack than we used to after the Chairman’s fruitful recruitment 

campaign brought the signatures of Sherwin, Fairbank and Rutt for the Tour. We did not know whether 

or not these men were paid for their appearances or not, but they were useful. In the words of Dillon 

‘Shez could swing an orange’ 

 

However for this opening fixture, it is two of our veteran members who take the new ball in the shape 

of Pearson and Rutt. (Ed - your humble correspondent speculates that the Chairman may have been 
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saving the new mercenaries for the tougher fixture in the afternoon, but it is 

hard to decipher his often-muddled thinking). 

 

Rutty was heard to mutter ‘I’m not quite sure why I wasn’t given the first over, 

or why I was asked to steam in up the hill. Sometimes you do get the 

impression that the CtC leadership treat you like a cart horse, but I suppose 

I’m used to it’ 

 

Pearson’s first over goes for 5 runs. At the other end, charging in to bowl to 

statesmanlike skipper Davies, Rutt’s opening over goes for 12 runs, and he 

is lucky not to be sent to the glue factory immediately. However it is Pearson 

who bowls just two overs before being replaced by Davidson, who 

immediately starts to compete with Rutt, as per usual, as to who can spray 

the fastest non-swinging non-seaming Medium pace filth. Davidson removes 

Jordi for 4 (holing out to his Sensei, Pearson) and confirms his unhappy day 

at the office, before Rutt castles the hapless Tyamarumba. 

 

Davies strokes it around a bit before Pearson (who cannot be kept out of the game) triumphantly traps 

him LBW for 20. It feels like a very big wicket. 

 

We were already into the soft underbelly and the skipper sent for the spinners to slam the door shut. 

And they did so faster than Sherwin moving for a sandwich. Dean (1-19) and Rudkin (3-17) immediately 

proved effective with the Titans struggling under a rising run rate. 

 

Rupes: “They underestimated my tweakers, and they paid the price. Took a few poles mate. Hahahaha. 

I know H doesn’t rate my bowling but it is what it is maaaate! Hahaha” 

 

There is even time for Hammo to get in on the act to clean up last man Kwizele and take 1-4 off 2 overs. 

 

Victory! 

 

Result – CtC win by 53 runs 

 

We grab a quick word with the Chop King of Kigali after victory is sealed. ‘Ah look I wouldn’t say there 

was heaps of pressure on me, but I suppose I did need to perform in all three disciplines in front of my 

home crowd and my former teammates and I’m relatively happy I did that. It was particularly satisfying 

to hold down the snare that dismissed Jordi after all this talk about how he is getting more done in 

weeks than I managed in years. But I’m just happy he got a gig and I wish the bloke well. So far this 

has been a great day wearing the jumper. We’re excited about what this group of blokes can go on to 

achieve’ 

 

Lunch is taken between the two games. We were expecting and indeed hoping for something crispy, 

and we weren’t disappointed. There was an extraordinary buffet of carbs of every possible variety. After 

we had shovelled down our plates of rice, pasta, potatoes, yams and other starchy items, it was time 

for a quick tour team photo and it was into Game 2. 
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Game 2 vs Challengers 

Time for the afternoon game. Our opponents in the second game 

were likely to be a tougher proposition, as bigged up by our 

opponents themselves. As brothers Cassels waited to start the 

innings, there were some jeers that they really should be wearing 

helmets as the Challengers had the national team’s opening bowling 

steaming in. Brothers Cassels explained: 

Ben Cassels ‘My head is too big for most helmets. Moreover, I’ve 

paid £20 for this personalised wide brim so I’ll damn well use it’ 

Ed Cassels ‘No thank you, I’m English and will be wearing an old 

fashioned MCC cap and sunglasses that make me look like a fly’ 

Sure enough, the national team’s opening bowling Zappy opens the bowling, and it is short and fast. 

After not managing to get a bat on much, Cassels finally sees a slightly fuller pitched ball somewhere 

in his half of the pitch, tries to hit him over the sightscreen and wanks out meekly to MOMO. Davidson 

gives him a deserved dressing down back in the pavilion for his poor application and supine attitude. 

Nuggsy, our new signing comes in to bat 3. A cricketer hardened 

by stints in league cricket with Essenden and Roehampton, it is 

said about Nuggsy that many years of niggle, sledging, and 

desperately trying to avoid nicking off on a green seamer have 

caused him to lose his hair, but the CtC leadership rate him and 

we back him. 

Sure enough, he starts off with a lovely late cut off Zappy for a nice 

four, and the crowd goes wild. Nuggsy would quickly become a 

tremendously popular figure in the touring party and looks like he 

is going to go on to great things in this crucial innings. 
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Unfortunately, things start to go downhill very rapidly. 

Nuggsy makes just 5 before being caught off the bowling of Kumar, 

and Cassels E’s stumps are rearranged by Shaikh. 

It’s about to turn into a true horror show however. Pearson E’s 

second innings of the day astonishingly sees him snick off for a 

duck. 

Pearson later stated: ‘Look I’ve faced some decent bowling in my 

time, but I do not consider the bowling of Kumar to meet that 

description. I’m still not entirely sure how I nicked off first ball – 

could it have been the winds coming off the rolling hills - nor am I entirely sure why I walked when umps 

mostly likely wasn’t even going to give it. If I’d known the other boys would be as useless I might have 

stuck around, as long as it didn’t get back to my Dad’ 

We are 18-4 and up the proverbial creek without a blue plastic bat to paddle with. Our top order had 

disintegrated for scores of 1, 7, 5 and 0. Dean was pacing around like a caged piece of bark. 

Could we turn this around? We had packed the middle order with all-rounders, and Sherwin (our very 

own Ronnie Irani) and Conway (our very own Mark Ealham) combined to steady the ship a little, but we 

(not just Conway) were nonetheless looking well short. 

When Conway was adjudged to be Leg Before to Shema-Yuan for 20, and with Abe holing out off 

Srinath for the same score, we asked ourselves, what could Simon Show, the famous sweeper of the 

ball with a CtC fifty to his name, contribute to our chances of success? 

More or less fuck all, it turned out, and even the truly dependable Rutty, perhaps tired from his bowling 

spell in the earlier game, could only offer us 5 runs. Cometh the hour, cometh Fairbank? Our handsome 

fast bowler with a good rig was the third man to make an excellent and precious 20, before he was 

stumped. 

We were still wondering where the runs were going to come from when Gimson and Davidson nudged 

us to the end of the 20 overs, with just 88 on the board. It was amongst the most dire of collapses in 

CtC’s history (*Ed – although it has been noted that there has been some very stiff competition in the 

months since the Tour) (Snr Ed - years since tour). 

 

We take to the field. Could we defend 88? What would Challengers have in the locker batting wise? 

Was this a day where ball would dominate bat? Are any of the lads from the Batters and All Rounders 

flight even conscious of which country they are in yet? 

We throw the ball to Fairbank and Sherwin, the new-look genuinely capable fast bowling attack which 

would be the envy of many league sides. And BOOM! Fairbank steams in and knocks over opener 

Evode in his very first over. Fuck off you cunt you’re out! Was something special about to happen? 

Ol then gets hit for an unexpected six in his second over and takes a blow. 

‘I smelt a low scoring game and to be honest with you I thrive in these conditions. Years of Uni cricket 

taught me that you’re never out of a game until you’re out of it, but speaking of being out of it, this jet 

lag is fairly brutal’ 

Davidson and Rutt come on and they bowl nicely enough, but Challengers were cruising. The skipper 

turns to Pearson and Gimson, but they prove expensive with overs going for 13 and 18 respectively. 

The game is going abysmally badly, and our duo of fast bowlers Fairbank and Sherwin decide that 

enough is enough. They are angry, they are tired, they are wired and they get loose and start to run in 

hard. 
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Fairbank is coming down the hill and steaming in like Gimson towards an open pack of Camel Lights, 

and bowls some absolute snorters. 

Shez is also bowling with fierce determination and takes the crucial wicket of opener Zaid Khan for 44. 

He then strikes again, removing Ahmed Fahitstra for 16, and ends up with fine figures of 2-18. 

Now to one of the truly remarkable overs of the Tour and indeed in CtC’s cricketing history, which is 

Oli’s fourth and final over. 

In he steams. 

Ball 1 rearranges number 4 Sailam’s stumps! We go wild. 

Balls 2 and 3 are dot balls. 

Ball 4 goes for a single to bring Kamil onto strike. 

Ball 5 sees Kamil edge, and SHAW TAKES THE CATCH. We go wild. 

In scarcely believable scenes….. 

BALL 6 CLEAN BOWLS KUMAR FOR A GOLDEN DUCK as the CtC fielding unit go absolutely mental. 

There is hysterical laughter, there is whooping, there is swearing and we have witnessed surely the 

most devastating fast bowling spell the club has seen. 

Our heroic openers have bowled out, with Fairbank taking a quite ridiculous 4-10 consisting solely of 

proper wickets. Conway is the man to be thrown the ball. Just 24 hours earlier he was sat astride a 

huge chair in Ataturk airport. Now we needed him to deliver for the jersey. 

He runs in. At the point where one more wicket could open the floodgates even further and give us a 

genuine chance of winning, number 8 batsman Vicky P goes for a ugly swipe and hits a high top-edge 

directly up in the air. Could it really be? Could we take another wicket and set in motion one of the great 

comebacks of all time? Wishful thinking. Time stands still, but not quite still enough. None of the CtC 

fielders call and no one moves towards the ball until Rutt calls for a sleepy Cassels B fielding at silly 

mid-off to claim the catch. He belatedly lurches towards the ball, fails to get into position and predictably 

and dismally shells it in a potentially crucial moment.  

It is game over a couple of balls later as number 6 batsman Vicky cloths the ball over the close fielders 

for four. It’s over. 

Result: Challengers beat CtC by 4 wickets 

It is a slightly demoralising defeat and a poor performance from CtC, knowing we were certain to face 

tougher opposition as we go further into the tour. We were particularly disappointed that we could not 

repay Fairbank’s truly incredible bowling spell with a victory, but Ollie is a good bloke about it and we 

hit the showers. 

After a quick turnaround at the compound we head for our first evening’s entertainment, which is a Fire 

Up at the local Ethiopian restaurant where we sit on an utterly charming slope in the garden and have 

a lovely meal of curried slop, bones and gristle in the dark, washed down with some large, warm bottles 

of local piss, marvellous. 

Some of the tourists are still a little jet lagged and weary but The Chop King is starting to fire up. He is 

off work for two weeks, on Tour and not playing the next day. He leads the charge to a local bar, then 

onto the local Casino where Dillon and Shaw claim they win fortunes - but then again you seldom hear 

about their losses. 
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Monday 11th February 2018 – Game 1 vs Rwanda U19s 

 

And so to the first of the three forty over matches against a Rwanda Schools Select XI, writes a guest 
tour reporter, contracted in for this one-off game, as neither designated tour reporter (Davidson and 
Cassels B) managed to attend the match. 
 
It’s a bit of a media cliché to say that the sign of a healthy touring squad is the behaviour and attitude 
of those who do not make the match day team.  Are the ‘dirt-trackers’ on a Lions Tour working hard in 
training, or are they just going through the motions and limply holding tackle bags for the Saturday XV? 
Is Garry Balance giving throw downs to Joe Root before the fourth test of an Ashes tour, or is he dressed 
in a morph suit and boozing with the Barmy Army?  Cliché or not, conventional wisdom has it that the 
behaviour of those not in the starting line-up is a key indicator of its overall prospects. 
 
What the media would therefore have made of the actions of those not selected for this game would 
have been interesting, as Messrs Coe, Davidson, Conway, Cassels and Pearson chose to head to the 
course for a ‘quick nine holes’ rather than carry the drinks for the boys. 
 
The golfers assured us they’d be back for the afternoon session. Those of us who have toured with the 
golfers before knew this of course to be a lie, like the scorned wife waiting at home whilst the husband 
calls to say he will be “working late again,'' we know this is merely a charade. 9 holes always becomes 
18, and then Cassels would absolutely insist on wedging into a gin and tonic and a club sandwich at 
the bloody 19th. Davo would probably have a burger too. It is, after all, a well-trodden path. 
 
Of the others not selected Pemberton was detained by a medical imaging crisis back in the UK which 
required his urgent attention, such are the challenges of a full-time cannon and PhD student, who also 
dabbles as a part-time chef with real tennis addiction and serious relationship to boot. Only Gimson did 
the decent thing and headed to the ground, keen to support the boys, and carry out 12th man duties.  
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As mentioned, the golfers took the official Tour reporters and official photographer with them and as 
such almost no record exists of the events of this day. Therefore, this report has been cobbled together 
from eye-witness accounts and a ropey scorebook, over a year later. 
 
Middle order batsmen Dillon begins the recollections: 
 
“Mood was undoubtedly soured by the deep divisions in the squad which had emerged so early in the 
Tour, but the boys did their best to focus on the task in hand. A three-match series was an exciting 
prospect, and we knew it was important to start strongly against the school boys” 
 
We won the toss and had a bat, Henry Rudkin opened, and remembers it well: 
 
“I was pretty excited that we won the toss, thought it might be a good chance to make runs but didn’t 
think my swede was in exactly the right place for it, I was pretty dusty after the Ethiopian meal the night 
before. I also remember the Cat’s set-up being pretty suspect” 
 
The Cat remembers it differently: 
 
“It was a spectacular setting. The strip looked hard and the bowlers tall. As we walked out to bat I looked 
to Rudders to discuss tactics, but he was lost in his own swede” 
 
The rest of the XI (and Gimson, but not the golfers) watched on from the pavilion, hoping for a good 
start. The lads wanted Rudders to make a score. 
 
Sadly it was not to be, Rudders went early, predictably caught at cover. Shortly after the Cat was out 
LBW, he grinned inanely as he tucked his bat under his arm with a flourish, and headed back to his 
basket to lick his fur, back straight and upper lip stiff. 
 
Tom Parker was the new man at three, and felt some pressure, with the score low, and a disappointing 
innings on day one. 
 
“I didn’t know these cunts but I knew I didn’t like them; and I knew I needed runs. I needed runs. It was 
only my second game, but I was there to get runs. Scorebook says I didn’t get any, so I must’ve been 
triggered or something. Runs.” 

 
This bought a ginger genius double act to the crease, Dillon and Hammond. Three down against some 
schoolboys, CtC were under pressure, and the pair batted nervously. Gradually, Hammond got going, 
Dillon though with eyes wide shut, simply couldn’t beat the infield. Several shots were well timed and 
looked for all the world to be four, but went straight to the fielder, with the exception of one exquisite 
square drive, which found the boundary. Despite this release, Dillon was looking increasingly agitated, 
and kept darting off for singles, only to be sent back several times by Hammond. 
 
Dean recalls from the pavilion: 
 
“The chatter in the Pavilion was that a mix-up between the batsmen looked inevitable” 
 
It eventually came to fruition as a mix-up did indeed occur, the pair unsure who should be calling the 
run, and Dillon being the man to suffer. 
 
Dean, again: 
 
“I wasn’t worried yet. Hammo was looking good, and in Rutty we trust” 
 
Indeed the two sworn enemies batted well together putting on a useful partnership before Hammond 
was out for 44 and Rutt for 16. 
 
Sherwin came next in next and we needed a few runs from the big all-rounder. 
 
“Yeah one to tell the grandchildren about this one, I biffed a good 32. Felt good. Should probably have 
been a hundred but I didn’t want to be greedy” 
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Dean, again, had a memory of this: 
 
“It was simply a classic Sherwin innings, a pretty 25-35 odd that looked good, but fell short of taking the 
game away as it should have done. I was annoyed, he’s better than this, and we were now in trouble 
heading for a score of less than 150. I started to question if we’d picked the right team and contemplate 
what we might do if we went 1-0 down in this three-match series” 
 
Fairbank and Shaw however came to the rescue, helped it must be said by a tiring Rwandan side who 
let their standards slip somewhat. 
 
Shaw’s recollections didn’t match the cold hard stats of the scorebook: 
 
“I only got 16? You are joking. My over-riding memory was that Fairbank was batting far too low and 
that I found it very hard to not run down the middle of the wicket” 
 
Fairbank was more complimentary about Shaw: 
 
“It was a privilege to watch Si get the broom out up close. I was just trying to outscore Shez really - he’d 
got 30 so I felt I should too. It really annoys me that people talk about him being our best bowler just 
because he bowls a few miles an hour quicker than me and bowls pretty away-swing. Out-swing for 
show, in-swing for dough, that’s what I say. Anyway, I hit a nice shot back over the bowler’s head. He 
looked about 12, but I really didn’t care” 
 
Dean came in at Jack with a few overs left to join Fairbank just as he was starting to strike it well: 
 
“My plan was just to get off strike and let Fairbank do his thing really. And run byes. I always plan to run 
byes. And misfields. Those sort of niggly things that other people hate and don’t require you actually 
hitting the ball with the bat. We’d done a few of those and put on another 10 or so when Fairbank tried 
to moo one into the DRC and got clean bowled. It was probably the right option in retrospect but I do 
remember at the time being quite annoyed as I felt I had at least another two leg byes in me” 
 
183 then off 39 overs, a respectable score, but by no means an intimidating one. 
 
Sherwin remembers the interval: 
 
“Me, I mean I like a big tea, but these U19’s. Little lads. They really put me to shame. Skyscraper piles 
of food evaporating. Unbelievable tekkers. If we come back to Rwanda again I’ll be 100kgs and I 
promise you I won’t be out eaten again” 
 
Wet went out to bowl. Sherwin and Fairbank began strongly with the new ball. Simon Shaw, our keeper, 
remembers: 
 
“It was good bowling. They were moving the ball away from the batsmen and causing trouble” 
 
Fairbank, however, had a more nuanced view: 
 
“Shez was bowling rubbish but somehow getting wickets is how I remember it. I was bowling some nice 
tight lines and he was just getting lucky. How he got 3-16 and I only got one in that spell, I don’t know” 
 
Shez has a different view again: 
 
“I bowled wheels mate. Too quick for them. 3-16 and could’ve been a five-for if I had someone not 
bowling dobbers at the other end and actually kept the pressure on” 
 
Whatever really happened, Rutty came on first change and picked up two wickets of his own, and the 
Rwandans were in some trouble at 76-6 after 21 overs. CtCCCC were firmly on top. 
 
Dean looks back: 
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“The game looked to be over. They needed more than 100 and we only needed four wickets. I decided 
it was probably a good time to try and have a bowl myself. I landed the first one. Gimmers even 
described it as a ‘Jaffa’ but the next ball got smeared away for four and my swede was instantly rolling. 
I just had no idea where the ball was going to go when I released it, and Prince tucked in. It got so bad 
that I think Hammo said something encouraging to me. I always know when things are really bad when 
Hammo starts to be nice to me” 
 
I bowled two overs for 19 but that doesn’t tell the story of the mental damage that would eventually lead 
me to sobbing uncontrollably in the back of a tuk-tuk parked up outside Kandy 9 months later. Anyway, 
at least I’m over it now” 
 
What was even worse was that it gave him the Rwandans some belief, and they started to tuck into 
Rupert at the other end. 
 

 
 
We were in some trouble now, as Prince flayed the bowling to all parts. He raced past 50, and we 
needed to get him. He hit aerially through the off-side and down the ground, but nothing went to the 
fielders, a diving Dean getting a fingertip to one at mid-off, but that was the closest we got. We needed 
a moment of magic, a spark, to get us back in it. 
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Dean, again; 
 
“I looked around and the lads looked tired, standards were slipping and we were looking somewhat 
sloppy – even sloppier than usual. One man however stood out, buzzing around, still quietly sledging 
the batsmen and encouraging the bowlers. That man was Nuggsy, and it reminded me why we’d signed 
him in the first place” 
 
Over to Parks: 
 
“I was prowling the covers and had already shown the batsman my athletic ability with a couple of 
superb diving stops and sharp pieces of work. As a result they were uneasy and wary of my fielding, 
bullet arm and nugget head. Prince then pushed one into the covers and I swooped. Too late he realised 
he had taken on the wrong fielder. Should have taken on Hammo who was snoozing at backward point. 
Prince turned but it was too late with a one-handed pick up and throw he was left short of his ground in 
a piece of fielding that was similar to Jonathan Trott on the first day of the 2010/11 Ashes or Nathan 
Lyon in 2017/18. It set the tone and our dominance of the series can be traced back to that moment 
alone” 

 
Simon confides: 
 
“When I took the bails off I thought he was in” 
 
Umps however didn’t, and the XI on the field went berserk, abandoned by their golfing team-mates and 
staring defeat in the face, they were suddenly together again. 
 
With adrenaline pumping and the Rwandans resolve gone following the loss of their lynchpin, the game 
ended swiftly after that. Rupert finished with 1-29 and bowled nicely, and the final wicket fell to Ed 
Cassels, who induced an edge caught at slip by Hammond. 
 

Result – CtC win by 53 runs 

 

A final word then from Dean: 

 

“Yeah can’t lie was fucking elated, abandoned by the big-people, we’d been under the pump on a couple 

of occasions but we gritted it out and won the game. Nuggsy in the field was pure magic. What a bloke. 

I want to boof him. Yeah, the golf thing was irritating, and I’m pretty sure Rory did something annoying 

on the way home like demand we picked up his golf clubs or something, but that couldn’t knock the 

smile of our faces, we were 1-0 up in the series, and I was happy with that” 

After the game, it was time to FIRE UP BEYYYYS, and after a quick game of bowling we headed to a 

local bar of the Chop King’s choosing. 

As a Touring Squad, we attacked beers and shooters, and Rutty wedged into two plates of chips. 

Thanks, Rutty. 

Amidst lots of loud cheering and chanting, a relentless arm-wrestling session ensued with a series of 

high-profile match ups between squad members. Those giving an excellent account of themselves 

included Pemberton and Cassels E, and perhaps less predictably Hammond, who despite his doughy 

rig often surprises people with his athleticism. 

Cruelly there were several ‘weakling’ matches arranged for the entertainment of the masses, the most 

amusing of these being between the leadership pair of Pearson and Dean. Fuelled by a couple of 

‘bucas, a raucous crowd watched a very tough tussle unfold before Pearson eventually pressed Mao’s 

horrible, hairy hand into the table to elated celebrations which lasted several minutes. 
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This was also the evening where we were introduced to Songa, Ed’s former aide during his time in 

Rwanda and now friend. Go on Songa. 

  

Tuesday 12th February 2018 - Day at Leisure 

Golf, day safari, coaching rained off 

 

Tuesday was a Rest Day (or a ‘Day at Leisure’ as Rest Days are labelled at CtC). On other tours this 

would often mean slobbing around the compound with a slab of warm piss. 

In these more exotic surrounds, a large contingent comprising Nuggsy, brothers Cassels, brothers 

Rudkin, Shagger Shaw, Fatwank and Conway set off on a Jeep safari which consumed most of the 
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day. Hammond was also on the list for the Safari, but decided he was better suited to a day at leisure 

in the compound, rather than getting out of bed at 5.30am. Classic.  

 

The main highlight was seeing a number of Warthogs emerging from the rustling bushes, briefly causing 

speculation that Gimson, Pemberton, Sherwin and Dillon had also snuck out to Akagera National Park. 
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On the way back, the Safarim’n stop for a beer and select a Safari Rugby XV, hours of debate. 

  

In the evening, it’s time for another big squad night out, starting with our official Cricket Rwanda dinner 

a couple of miles down the road from the compound. 

We decide to travel to dinner as part of a Motor Taxi Gang. 
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We occupy a very long table in a deserted Indian restaurant, we are made to feel VIPs and as if the 

venue was cleared for us. These delusions of grandeur are encouraged by the fact that we are in the 

presence of greatness - Eddie Balaba, the president of Rwanda cricket.  

 

We all behave ourselves with the exception of Shez, who flirts with Mary, one of Rwanda’s most cheerful 

and enthusiastic international cricketers, and Nuggsy, who stands on his chair to show off his truly 

astonishing thigh bruise. 

All in all it’s a thoroughly odd evening, the several bottles of whiskey on the table and large envelope of 

used banknotes seen to pass between Dean and Srinath, suggesting there was more here than met 

the eye, mystery remains. 

Wednesday 13th February 2018 – Game 2 vs Rwanda U19s 

 

Wednesday started with a sobering tour of the Genocide museum, followed by an extremely enjoyable 

visit to the old Rwanda cricket ground where we ate lunch with the U19s side. This was followed by a 

cricket briefing from DoC Henry Rudkin. 

 SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 5 - Good lads  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 6 - Shit lads 
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Ironically the cycling cricket club had plans for cricket disrupted by a cycling race that led to the closure 

of the only road that leads from the city to the Gahanga stadium until 1pm. The delay meant the planned 

40 over game wasn’t possible and the match was reduced to 25 overs a side.  

Chairman Dean rang the changes to try to ensure everyone received a fair amount of playing time and 

opportunities with bat or ball as appropriate. With 18 largely keen and enthusiastic cricketers in the 

squad this was of course challenging, and he was often found scribbling down names on scrappy bits 

of paper in the corner of the Mamba Club over a lager or coffee (Ed: Often accompanied by brown 

envelopes full of banknotes, which he assured us was for Rwanda cricket, and nothing to do with 

selection) occasionally beckoning over the Director of Cricket Henry Rudkin to get his views. 
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Fortunately for the Chairman the squad were understanding of the difficulties of selection, and noted 

the need for everyone to get a go, and that with only 11 people able to play each game, 7 would miss 

out, and that of those 11, someone would simply have to bat number 11. The exception to this was of 

course founding club member Rory Davidson, barely able to hide his annoyance at not playing all 7 

games, he simply couldn’t refrain himself, letting out an embarrassing and shrill cry of “BRUTAL!” when 

Pearson announced that he would be batting at number 11, and opening the bowling, in this match. An 

emergency meeting of the selectors was held, with some voices advocating letting him have a go up 

the order, whilst others advocated dropping him entirely. A compromise was reached, and he stayed in 

the side at number XI. (Ed: Davidson may have come in for some treatment in this tour report; but let’s 

not forget that he did have the opportunity to write the thing himself.) 

 

CtC batted first with old golf companions Coe and Cassels B opening the batting. Much was expected 

from Ben with the bat on this tour to perform, given he had taken the decision to have a largely dry tour, 

in stark contrast to his usual approach of writing himself off in the first 48 hours by trying to drink with 

the big boys. However, at the halfway point of the week he was yet to get a score, and feeling some 

pressure. Unfortunately he failed again, falling for just 8, as did Dillon, batting at 3. Meanwhile, gun for 

hire Coe, was batting beautifully and went to reach the highest score on tour, with a well compiled 67, 

including an audacious scoop. He received able support from Pemberton who contributed an unbeaten 

43, with some delightful clips of his legs and a beautiful six over square leg (or squegg, as he likes to 

call it).  
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Being a squad of total weirdos, there is always the potential to have an amusing match of characters 

and indeed body shapes at the wicket, and the crowd were treated to a prime example on both fronts 

as Pemberton and Ed Cassels batted together. Cat striking an excellent 27 to take CtC to 167 from 

their allotted 25 overs.  

In reply Davidson opened the bowling with Gimson, but failed to make a break-through, and at times 

coming in for some brutal treatment. After six overs the schoolboys looked well placed on 45-0, but dark 

clouds gathered and began to move across the valley. The groundsmen hovered by the (non-hovering, 

the ground was over specced, but not that over specced) covers. 

The tourists thought perhaps the decision to leave the field at the first drop was maybe taken too early; 

however local knowledge proved correct, as the heavens opened and a staggeringly strong wind 

gripped the ground, before we had even reached the relative safety of the pavilion. Rupert stayed to 

help with the covers and was literally swept from his feet. The non-playing members had to dodge chairs 

being thrown and tables flipped around the Pavilion, which to date only has a roof but no walls, in scenes 

somewhat reminiscent of Cascais town square on the clubs first ever tour. There was no way the game 

could be resumed, match abandoned, no result. 
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Wednesday Evening – The Court Session 

 

Tour Court divides opinion on CtC Tours but has been a significant feature of many Tours, although the 

daily Court sessions in Corfu are a distant memory. 

 

 

Hugh Pemberton told us his view: ‘Stumps’ 

The Chairman was more supportive: ‘Court has always been a significant part of CtC tours and I intend 

for that to continue. We generally only do one Court, and we do it properly’ 

As was the Director of Cricket: ‘Broadly as a Club we Court’ 

There would be just one Court session but it turned out to be one for the ages. The courtroom location 

was absolutely perfect - the large terrace outside the dormitory, where chairs were laid out and the 

squad waited nervously. Gimson was in his evergreen role of Weights and Measures in which he was 

known for quite BRUTAL punishments. He assumed the ‘hands behind the back, smirking at the floor’ 

stance we know so well. 
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Appointed to the huge role of Judge for this all-important Tour, a wigged Fairbank swept into the 

courtroom inviting us to ‘All rise, all rise’’. In the ensuing carnage, which lasted three hours, Cassels B 

was brutalised to the point he was asleep in the courtroom and having his head held by the hair as if 

atop a spike by irrepressible eternal thug Dillon, and as it traditional, Dean was punished severely, took 

his obligations too seriously (as usual) and was soon vomiting copiously into a plastic bucket. Given 

these two men were the most in disarray of the squad, it is unfortunate that they are also the authors of 

this report. Not many more details about the Court Session are remembered. 
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Thursday 15th February 2018 – Day at Leisure 

Thursday was a day of rest, with the golf wankers once again returning to the golf course, leaving the 

good lads (Pemberton, Coe, Cassels E, Dean, Fairbank, Gimson, Rudkin H) to do some community 

work with Cricket Without Boundaries. 

 

In the capable (though quiet) hands of Tall Eric we ventured out to a primary school on the edge of town 

and arrived to a warm welcome from hundreds of keen youngsters… and a large rainstorm. Heading 

for shelter in a nearby classroom Dean was pushing for a blackboard session on fielding positions, but 

the Rwandans were saved being turned off the game for life by the effervescent Pemberton who 

organised an impromptu game of indoor cricket, which miraculously didn’t break any windows. 

 

 

Fortunately, the rain eased and we headed out to begin coaching. Eric however proved to be a shrewd 

judge of cricketing ability and realised that we had nothing to offer as coaches and instead we should 

have a 10 over tennis ball slog. Eric’s decision may also have been influenced by a red-eyed Fairbank 
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who was swaying around the playground trying to show pictures of Chris Tremlett’s cock to anyone who 

would look.  

 

We had a bowl and took some treatment. In reply Rudders opened up and slapped one to cover. Shock. 

The rest of us followed suit in similar fashions and in the end we fell well short to a bunch of primary 

school children in bare feet but not before Cassels E clattered one ball in to a very young girl. Hopefully 

in future years there will be some Rwandan cricketers at Lord’s who can trace back their inspiration to 

Ed Cassels’ rig, Pemberton’s bucket hat or Chris Tremlett’s penis, though I doubt it. 
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Over on the golf course, Rory Davidson triumphs in the Club Golf Championship in the rolling hills of 

Kigali GC. 

The rest day ended with a FIRE UP at a local pizza restaurant, with the golfers and cricket coaching 

groups comparing notes on their respective pursuits. During this dinner, we also carefully ranked every 

Tour member according to three categories - age, lids and rigs. This caused an amount of outrage and 

consternation in the ranks. Dean and Hammond were particularly upset with their Rig rankings, whilst 

Coe and Parks knew what they had coming to him in the Lid stakes. 

After dinner, two notable things happened. Firstly Parks announced that we were to play a Rugby 

Fixture against a local Rwandan team, and read out the team selections from his position at the bottom 

of a large hole in the pavement.  

 

Post the Rugby team selection, Pemberton and Fairbank were the only two tourists polite/pissed 

enough to accept an invitation for drinks with a few locals over the road. One of whom was a government 

official named Etienne sporting a withered hand, one thing led to another and they were reborn as 

Rwandans named Shema, which means robust, and Nkubito, which means slasher. After it all got a bit 

weird they made their excuses (including Shema insisting he’d cater a BBQ when the locals visited 

London) and headed straight for the casino, only to find Hammond dribbling on the blackjack tables. 

Friday 16th February 2018 – Game 3 vs Rwanda U19s 

With rain having ensured the series was still alive in game three and places up for grabs in the marquee 

fixture against the national XI, CtC named a strong and highly motivated side for the final game against 

the Rwandan schoolboy XI (Ed: Note CtC played a 12-man squad, with Rupert not batting and the 

batsmen taking turns to leave the field). To add further spice to proceedings, the decision was made to 

loan star batsmen, the Chop King of Kigali, Ed Pearson, to teach them a few life lessons on and off the 

field. (Ed: our guest contributor continues to write now that Rory has been transferred to San Francisco 

and Cassels focusses on scoring 30 for Whittlesford CC and chipping to MOMO). 

Pearson won the toss for the Rwandans, and decided to bat first on a wicket that still looked good to 

bat on, despite the deluge just 48 hours previously (Ed: Superb drainage from former RCSF project 

director Pearson). 
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From the start, we all knew that this game would hinge on if we could get Pearson early, or whether he 

would be able to build a long innings and push the schoolboys to a challenging total.  

With Fairbank and Sherwin rested, it would come down to old-warhorses Gimson and Davidson to get 

their man. Gimson took the first wicket and eyes eagerly turned to the Pavilion, but the chop king kept 

us, like so many local women, waiting. We didn’t need to wait long however, Davidson produced a 

peach to dislodge the Rwandan number 3, and with the score not many for two, and a lack of runs on 

tour, Pearson swaggered down the steps of his own Pavilion (Ed: Pavilion he obtained planning 

permission and drainage rights for) and sauntered to the middle. At the top of his mark was his long-

term friend (forgetting the week in Barbados 2005 when they didn’t speak due to an incident with a 

‘cigarette’) Rory Davidson, a life-time of bragging rights on the line. 

Davidson took his time at the top of his mark, hitched his trousers just a fraction higher, and began his 

run to the wicket. Small strides and leaning back slightly, he gave the impression somehow of an under-

fed and withered duck advancing to the wicket. 

Pearson must have faced thousands of balls from Davidson, and this correspondent, having witnessed 

most of those in various nets, can remember barely a handful that have even vaguely concerned him. 

This ball was however a good one, pitching just outside off and seaming away. Perhaps he could have 

left it on length, but keen to feel leather on willow early in the innings, he was drawn into playing it. 

Slightly squared up by the seam movement, the ball kissed the edge of Pearson’s bat and flew towards 

the slip cordon. The ball began to die as it headed towards Henry Rudkin at second slip. 

The Director of Cricket moved well, really well, slightly forward and low to his right. As the ball reached 

him he rolled. Fifteen pairs of eyes strained to see if Rudders could get his hands underneath it. 

Time slowed further and the ball disappeared from view for a split second as he rolled onto his front, 

but as he rolled back up the ball was there, clutched tightly to his chest. A brilliant catch. 

Time by now had simply given up, stopped. 

Was it a clean catch? 

Pearson stood his ground. 

Rudders was sure he caught it, or was he? When pushed, he could only say he was pretty sure 

maaaate. 

Those of us who know Rudders well know that for him “pretty sure” is the equivalent of anyone else 

being willing to swear on their own life and that of their families, bet the house and be willing to take his 

top off in the pub if proven wrong… but this nuance of the notoriously indecisive Director of Cricket’s 

character was lost in the moment. 

Hammond, stationed to his left at first slip stayed quiet. Very quiet. (Ed: Rumours that Hammo once 

confided his real views to senior members of the club over a few beers are unsubstantiated, and our 

legal advisors tell us we will need to wait until Hammo’s forthcoming autobiography for the full 

revelation.) 

Pemberton, at gully, played the key role, sure of what he saw, (Ed: When the big lad knows he knows, 

he knows, you know?) he proclaimed it definitely carried. Pearson, a gentleman as ever, turned, and 

like he had previously done to thousands of local women, walked off without so much as a second 

glance. Davidson was cock-a-hoop and the cycling cricketers were well on-top. 
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However, we still had to get the other opener and he was now joined by Prince, who had batted so well 

against us in the first game. Prince played a couple of good shots early, and the remaining opener was 

growing in confidence. Maybe the game wasn’t over yet. 

Conway however bowled Prince with a beauty, swinging one in to sneak between bat and pad and 

clean the big fella up. With an opening at one end now Rutt was away (away away) and off to the 

Blaydon races, fast putting himself in contention for player of Tour, adding another two wickets, taking 

2-19 from in a five over spell.  

Rupert took 2-10 from five and at one stage it looked like we would bowl them out for well-short of 150. 

The opener however batted on and was past 50, and thanks to Dean, his bowling seemingly 

deteriorating by the hour, they got to 161 before Nuggsy snared the final wicket, which was sad because 

it prevented him completing a 43 second over. 

In reply CtC started strongly. Hammond took a turn to open, and top-scored with 56, sharing meaningful 

if not huge stands with Henry Rudkin (13); Nuggsy (21) and Conway (25), who impressed all with some 

particularly clean hitting. 

Past 100 and 6 wickets in hand, it looked like CtC would cruise home, but to their credit the Rwandan 

schoolboys kept going and CtC started to wobble - an out of form Cassels (B) got just 3 before being 

pinned lbw and Pemberton was bowled for just 5. 

Nerves were fraying in the CtC sheds despite keeper Simon Shaw digging in, particularly as next-man-

in Gimson didn’t look like the man for a crisis, having chosen to consume a not insignificant number of 

beers on the boundary. It seemed slightly odd behaviour against a team of schoolboys in an important 

fixture, and no one was surprised when he returned to the pavilion having missed a straight one for just 

1. 

Davidson then joined Shaw, and the two house-mates and University allies looked to be getting the job 

done. With less than 10 to win Davidson got a waist high full toss which he went to swing away but 
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could only manage to top edge and be caught. He felt it should’ve been a no ball and, in a sign of things 

to come, let his displeasure be known to the umpire. The umpire however correctly pointed out that if 

Rory had his waistband at a vaguely normal height, it would really be much easier to judge these things. 

Rutt went to join Si and together they saw us home to give a two-wicket victory and 2 nil series win.    

Overall a competitive series which was much enjoyed by CtC and hopefully proved useful preparation 

for the Rwandans ahead of a forthcoming ICC tournament.  Now back to our lead writer Ben Cassels, 

to pick up coverage of the marquee weekend fixtures. 

 

Saturday 17th February 2018 - Marquee Fixture Day 

 

The night before was a relatively quiet affair, or was as far as your guest editor can remember, now 

being tasked with writing a fourth match report, 22 months later (so please excuse the lack of details) 

as our lead writer has failed to progress during a month’s gardening leave, and is now wedging into a 

busy Q3 and Q4 featuring a trip to the Rugby World Cup and the graduate scheme at Accenture. 

Dinner was taken in “The Hut”, a generic Rwandan feed of grilled meat and starch that pushed the bar 

for long wait times in Restaurants even higher, from an already astonishing baseline. Mood was not 

quite subdued but a mixture of end-of-tour bodies or swedes for some, and prep for the big game 

tomorrow for others, kept things on the quieter end of the spectrum. To pass the time the squad 

organised a knock-out salad-off competition, Gimson’s luscious locks going up against Rutt’s 

sophisticated salt and pepper in the final. There was only ever one winner, Rutt romping home to his 

obvious dismay... for any that had dared to dream this wouldn’t be Jamie’s one and only tour, they now 

changed their minds. 

With the undoubted marquee fixture of tour the following morning, there was unsurprisingly much 

discussion as to which XI would have the honour of partaking. The Chairman, Director of Cricket, and 

skipper (Pearson), sat down to select the side whilst the remainder of the squad pondered and 

hypothesised. 

General consensus had it that there would be 8 ‘shoe-ins’. At the top of the order Coe and Hammond 

selected themselves (figuratively speaking, though you felt both would have literally done the same) 

and, despite a lack of runs on tour, Henry Rudkin would play on reputation. Four bowlers were also 

inked in, the hired guns Sherwin and Fairbank, and the old workhorses Rutt and Davidson. It goes 

without saying that Pearson would be leading the side despite the unfortunate incident with Rory (he 

had famously, built the ground after all), however he was in bed with an unspecified illness - possible 

stomach bug, possible exhaustion, possible shame, possibly just being antisocial after a week on Tour 

with 16 morons and Jamie Rutt - we all hoped it wasn’t serious. 

Four names sadly featured on few lists… brothers Cassels had failed to register much of a score 

between them, Shaw was always going to fall just short when competing with Coe for the gloves, and 

Dean’s full-tosses weren’t considered the best option against a national team. This left 6 to go into three 

final spots… Tom Parker, Jack Dillon, Hugh Pemberton, Rupert Rudkin, Nat Gimson and Mark Conway, 

who having put in some excellent performances with both bat and ball throughout the week, had 

progressed in most people’s eyes from unlikely through possible to nailed on bolter. Back to The Hut, 

and the near two and a half hours wait for food had Cass at his limits. 
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It was an early night for all but a few who lingered on for a digestif at the bar. Four of the five were in 

the squad for the next day, and were chaperoned by the chairman. Brothers Rudkin slipped back after 

one more, leaving Gimson and Mao to chaperone star batsman Coe, who after a week of playing within 

himself, looked to finally be getting his eye in at the bar. A couple of screwdrivers later and the small 

hairy bear was really starting to motor, and it was fortunate that there was a communication breakdown 

between James and the barman as he sought advice on a reputable establishment to move on to. 

Thankfully Gimson and Dean directed him to the relative security of Envy nightclub, and as he staggered 

round the dancefloor, wondered to themselves if this could be the precursor to a tour defining knock the 

following day... 
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Game 1 vs Rwanda National team 

Come the morning of the game, six into three became three into one. Rupert stood aside as Pearson 

was able to fulfil his role as spinner and Conway was confirmed in the all-rounder slot and now officially 

the tour bolter. Nuggsy was also inked in, the skipper feeling his battle-hardened league cricket 

experience was something we couldn’t do without. 

This left one spot, and three-man selection committee of Dean, Pearson and the Director of Cricket 

each favoured a different candidate for the job. DoC wanted runs and voted Pemberton. The Chairman 

wanted a 5th seamer and voted Gimson. The skipper wanted mobility in the field and went with Dillon. 

 

Those that missed out took it well and got around the boys. Of course, they did, for this was a squad of 

disparate crispers at the start of the week who, through the relentless diet of brochettes, lagers and 

inhumane sleeping conditions of the compound, were now a true team. Even the golf wankers got 

around the boys. 

The atmosphere felt undoubtedly different for this. Sure, we’ve played some big games before, LMS 

champions league ties, the famous cross-London ATL clash, strangely niggly games against Rudders 

chinny mates at The Moose, but this, a match against a real national team, was undoubtedly different.  

So different in fact that the boys even warmed up, aided by the troupe of blind masseurs that Dean and 

Pemberton had arranged to come down. Strange old world. 
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Warm ups complete, the chosen XI headed out to the wicket and, with a mixture of pride, some jealousy 

and relaxed muscles thanks to the masseurs, the dirt trackers looked on (aside from Shaw and Cassels 

who were still inexplicably still engaged in a moto-taxi tour of Kigali) - some even reported seeing the 

chairman wipe a tear from his eye. 

We began strongly. Of course we did. Fairbank and Sherwin had bowled well all tour and weren’t about 

to stop now. After four threatening overs however there was to be no early wicket for the cycling 

cricketers, and Rwanda had progressed to 29. Should Pearson keep his big guns on in the hope of a 

wicket? Or should he hold them back for the end? He chose the latter, shaking his bucket of oats, 

proffering his polos, and cajoling the old war-horses Rutt and Davidson into action. 

The two medium pacers had built successful careers bowling at portly elderly gentleman on the damp 

pitches of East Anglia, surely they were about to be found out at the international level? Not a bit of it. 

Rutt takes a wicket in his first over. The boys are buzzing. Rory responds with a miserly over and a 

squeeze is on. Rwanda are 50-1 now from 8, the innings is finely balanced. 

Rutt and Davidson are bowling well and Pearson decides to bowl the pair through. They keep the 

pressure on. At the end of their 8 overs Rutty has taken 2-24 and added a run-out, Davidson is 

wicketless but his four overs have cost a mere 19 runs. 73-4 then after 12 overs and CtC feel on top. 

Behind the stumps Coe is absolutely relentless in his chirping to batsmen. It’s almost like CtC are 

playing a real game of cricket for once.   

With four overs to come from the big guns it’s up to CtC’s 5th bowler to see us safely through overs 13-

16. The skipper and legend of Rwandan cricket, Ed Pearson, takes responsibility for the first. Rwanda 

sense they need to hit out and look to target the spin. It feels like a big moment in the game, and though 

we all back Ed’s bowling, we know he’s been suffering with a no ball problem this season. 

In the Pavilion, the boys held their breath, Pearson had dug us out of so many holes over the years, 

surely we can rely on him here? It doesn’t go well. He gets some tap and then, our worst fears are 

realised, he oversteps. No ball is called and a free-hit. Pearson protests, he’s fired up, but there’s a 

sense that this is out of character and his swede is rolling. Nuggsy gets in the umpire’s ear about the 
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line being a plane extending up from the floor which in fact Pearso’s raised back heel is behind, but it’s 

no use, the over goes for 16. Momentum is now back with Rwanda and we need a big over from 

Conway. He delivers a wicket, and perhaps just as importantly, only 6 runs come from it.  

Pearson takes a blow and recalls Fairbank, 8 from the over, 2 leg byes and 6 off the bat. We need 

another good over from Conway; he so nearly gets a catch at long-on but it just clears the man and 

goes for 6, giving 14 from the over and a total of 120 - 5. Something something fine margins... 

Pearso chucks the ball to Sherwin and he needs a wicket. The big man strikes first up and his over 

goes for 4. Three overs left now and the Rwandans are 124-6, CtC sniff an upset again, but we need 

to find another over from somewhere. The dirt-trackers back in the pavilion wonder if Nuggsy might 

send down a few of his Jeremy Snapes, but Pearson doesn’t have a strong jaw for nothing, and steps 

up. It goes for 24. 

CtC fight hard for the last two overs, bowled by Sherwin and Fairbank, and they go for just 11 between 

them. The Rwandans have scored 159, more than CtC would have hoped, but something that feels 

chaseable. 

In reply Coe and Pearson stride out to get the English side’s innings underway. Nat and Dean muse 

that maybe it’s destiny that the very hungover bear will convert his hangover into a huge score because 

James Coe is just SO talented. He has SUCH a wonderful eye. Etc. He doesn’t, nicking off for a duck 

to Zappy in the fourth ball of the chase. 

It’s now up to Hammond and Pearson to get the runs. Yes we bat deep, but one or both of these two 

need to bat big you feel. They start to rebuild and take the second over for 8 and the third 11. We’re 21-

1 after three and need 8 an over from here. The two bat on… but the rate keeps climbing. After 10 overs 

we’re 61-1 but needing to score at almost 10 an over from here, it’s a good platform but we need to 

accelerate. The next over goes for 14. We’re back in it. Hammo tries to keep the rate going but falls on 

his sword, stumped for 38, 78-1. 

Rudkin bats at 4, he’s out of nick and with nothing to lose he firesup from ball 1, he hits an enormous 6 

over wide long on and the crowd goes wild. 91-2 after 11. Rudders however cannot last much longer is 

caught in the offside for 12. Sherwin, at 5, smokes a four and is cleaned up straight after. 
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CtC’s hopes are hanging by a thread. Nuggsy gets 2 before he too is caught and Conway is bowled 

first ball. Dillon, picked as the specialist batsmen at 8, has just the bowlers for company and a mountain 

at 107-7 from 16. 53 needed off just 24 balls. 13.25 an over. 

Rutt is the first to join him and the 17th goes for the required 13. The two run hard and Rutt, who gets 

most of the strike, gets to 20 before he’s caught. 

Davidson is next in, and has been pacing up and down on the boundary for some time, occasionally 

picking up two bats and swinging them as if he is a burly West Indian T20 specialist. He knows he isn’t. 

In fact, he’s a technically correct Scottish nurdler, which isn’t what we need right now. The warm-ups 

however seem to work, and Davidson starts peppering the boundary in a way few have managed all 

week. Three fours and the sweetest of sixes pulled off Zappy high over the legside follow and the 18th 

and 19th have also gone for the required 13. 

14 now required from the last over. 14 runs required, to beat a national side. Two CtC stalwarts, and 

future groom and best man together at the crease. 16 nervous tourists gathered on the balcony. Another 

tear forming in the chairman’s eye. 

What happened next will live on forever for those who witnessed it. With two to go six are now needed 

and Davo is on strike. It’s a good ball but he manages to work it up to long on and they set off for two. 

Jack sprints hard and charges back to the danger end.. except it isn’t… perhaps the fielder notices 

Davo isn’t the quickest, or perhaps he makes a poor decision, but either way he throws to the keeper’s 

end. Davo has his head down pushing and so doesn’t see. Jack notices the impending danger but there 

is no call of “your end”. The throw is good, the ’keepers glovework is sharp, and despite Davo running 

his bat in, Davo is an inch short. A dive would’ve saved him but it’s too late now. For the second time 

in two days Rory throws his arms up and minces towards the square leg umpire, but it’s in vain and 

time to move on. 
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Fairbank to the crease and you couldn’t script this better. To beat a national team our number XI needs 

to hit his first ball, the last of the innings, for four, he takes guard and the rest of the squad hold their 

collective breath as the Rwandan bowler charges in… 

...the ball is full and straight. Fairbank swings but can only get an inside edge and it trickles down to 

fine leg. Dillon jogs through for a single, and that’s it, we’ve lost by two runs. Momentarily the pavilion 

falls silent and heads drop, but within a few minutes there are smiles and handshakes all round as we 

realise we’ve been part of a great game of cricket, acquitted ourselves with enormous credit, and need 

to get back around the boys ahead of the final game of Tour that afternoon. 

Result: CtC lost by 2 runs 

 

 
 

Game 2 – VS INDIAN EXPATS 

 

We know it’s going to be tough against a team who are rumoured to be as good as the Rwanda national 

side.  

This is very much a Dirt Trackers side, significantly bolstered by the pace trio Fairbank, Sherwin and 

Gimson, and a still-hanging Coe, smarting from his duck in the previous game. 

We bowl first and the ball is thrown to Gimson, who puts in one of the performances of Tour. He 

dismisses both openers for just 8 runs in a truly outstanding spell of 3-22 off his 4 overs. Shez also 

keeps it tight at 0-22 despite the opening bat (‘Umps’, the umpire from the National team game) 

removing his helmet during his spell. Shez describes this moment: 

‘I was pumped up mate, yeah. I didn’t want to be outdone by Coe’s performances this tour - I thought I 

was the main young gun in the group. I usually knock over batsmen much better than him, but he 

decided I wasn’t that quick. Can’t believe he hooked the bouncer I bowled immediately after he removed 

his helmet for four’ 
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Generally, the opposition batting is strong, underlining how strong this early bowling and fielding effort 

was from CtC. The Dirt Trackers are pumped and up for it, and keep the oppo to a respectable 66 after 

the opening 10. 

However, the second half is something of a different story. Unfortunately, a few catches go down. 

Notably Ed the Cat puts down a hat-trick of quite important ones and the fielding generally starts to slip. 

The Ex-Pats have a huge hitting batsman in their middle order. He hits Rupert for the biggest six of the 

week, which flies easily 110m all the way out of the stadium bowl, over the increasingly large crowd and 

into the car park. The second-string bowlers take some serious punishment, particularly the spinners. 

Dean lets a couple of full tosses go and has to take himself off after conceding 3-0-31-0, and Rudkin R 

ships 47 from his 4. 

 
Dean bowling one of his trademark joke beamers. Thanks, Dean. 

 

Cassels B comes on for an over of rubbish middle pace, and purchases out Pankaj the dangerman for 

58 after he clothes one all the way out to the long on boundary where it finds the safe, hairy hands of 

Coe. 

There is time for one more champagne moment in this innings. Shruthin Gopi swings hard at a ball and 

smashes it high up in the air. It’s probably the highest high catch any of us have ever seen. The ball 

must be 60m in the air, high above the rich clay sporting amphitheatre and surrounding hills. 

We look with dread to see who is underneath it. It’s Hugh at mid-off. The poor bastard. He positions 

himself nicely with a firm base, removes his wide brim in no great rush and gets his hands, Aussie style, 

in line with the descent of the ball from the heavens. It hits his hands with a resounding ‘smack’ which 

reverberates around the stadium, and the ball bounces at least a metre back off his large, pink hams 

and hits the deck before he can get it on the rebound. It’s an incredibly valiant effort. 
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In a moment of pure theatre, the following ball Pembo sensationally runs Shruthin Gopi out with an 

incredible direct hit at the non-striker’s end to complete a pitch perfect act of redemption and give us a 

boost at the end of the innings. 

Pembo recalls the situation; ‘FIREUPBEEEEYYYYSSS! That wasn’t a difficult catch, honestly, I should 

have caught it. I take those every week at Wray Crescent. I don’t like cricket or understand it, but did 

you know I not only play for CtC but run my own team in North London. Would you like to play for it? 

Go on, it’s way more fun that CtC. I’ll text you. No really, I will’’ 

The Indian Expats, buoyed by a very big second 10, post quite an intimidating 171. 

Needing a fast start, we sent out Rupes and Shaw as our dynamic opening pairing. Unfortunately, they 

don’t get manage to get us going, both falling to Pankaj, who is steaming in from the sightscreen and 

bowling pretty quick. 

Rupes tells us what happened: ‘Not gonna lie it was pretty quick mate. I’m in two minds whether I’m a 

bowling or a batsman these days but I haven’t opened since my time with Fulham Flair.’ 

Losing our openers brings Coe and Cassels B to the wicket. The former is still suffering from a 

debilitating hangover, and the latter is catastrophically short of form. However, they manage to 

reinvigorate the chase with a stand of 65. Cassels manages to swing a couple of sixes away to cow 

before he departs for 39. 

At this point Pemberton joins Coe Bear, and the little Bear tees off as the situation warrants with a 

spectacular array of one day shots including a scoop. 

He receives great support from Pembo, but we are really up against the run rate. Eventually Coey falls 

for a brilliant 65. Pemberton and Dillon, the two cannons batting together in the last over, ensure that 

they don’t get out (Dillon helpfully playing a forward defensive to the last ball), thus slightly boosting 

their tour batting averages and ensuring we don’t even come close to reaching our target. 

 

 

 

 

Result – CtC lost to Indian Expats by 18 runs 
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Epilogue 

And with that tour was almost over. The boys got around each other in the sheds. A few took a last, 

lingering stroll around the outfield, appreciating the stunning setting that had become our home for the 

last week one last time. We handed over several bags of cricket gear in various states of disarray to 

the Rwandans. They seemed appreciative. 

With that we boarded the bus, and to a resounding chorus of ‘Mamba Club’ (Mamba Mamba Clu-ub) 

we returned once more to the compound. The dorm was dissembled and we sat down to a large meal 

of, no prizes for guessing, brochettes and lagers.   

 

Mood wasn’t exactly low, but there were tired swedes and bodies around the table, and energy levels 

were undoubtedly depleted after a long week and with thoughts turning to a 16 hour flight via Entebbe 

and Brussels London. The five lads on long tour wondered what on earth they were doing going on a 

safari with such a bizarrely crispy crowd (Dillon, Davidson, Dean, Coe and Rutt). 

The last rites were read with the presentation of the traditional CtC end of tour awards, each winner 

thoroughly deserving of the honour bestowed upon them. Rutty, who had contributed consistently 

across all three disciplines, won the Natwest Stump for best cricketer on tour and Nuggsy was a 

riotously popular choice for the Lime award for best tourist. 

And of course champagne moment went to Henry Rudkin for the moment that time stood still… 

A hush descends around the perfect emerald green arena as the tall, emaciated man with a tight haircut 

runs in to the wicket to bowl. His shirt is tucked into his trousers which are hitched high up around the 

belly button. Every sinew in his pathetically weedy body strains as his wrist snaps into his fetch. His gun 

is cocked. His sweaty, grim gurn is almost unimaginable as he reaches his delivery stride, jumps, and 

puts his entire measly body weight into propelling the pink ball at his adversary with every ounce of his 

humanly strength. He releases it with a grunt. 

At the other end, the elegant looking batsman watches the ball, the first of his innings, come down and 

starts to move his feet, easing into his trigger movements. His technique is polished and has worn the 

test of time. His swagger suggests a long stay at the crease will ensue, and this is not a situation that 

will trouble him. With the ball on its way, he is able to observe that it has been released slightly faster 

than he was expecting, but no matter. He shuffles and readjusts. It’s just short of a length and rears 

ferociously off the rock-hard surface. The batsman has seen this before and knows what to do. He can 

simply gently rise onto his tip toes and deploy a straightforward backward defensive, killing the ball into 

the outfield; the delivery will be quashed, annulled, his mind will be at ease again. Things are not, 

however, as they appear. The ball takes him by surprise as it moves away off the seam on the hard 

surface. To his astonishment and horror, he succeeds only in edging the ball at pace towards the slip 

cordon. 

Another player of meagre stature stands at slip wearing a wide brim, hands resting on his knees. His 

services are not often required at slip and he is not expecting the ball. His eyes grow wide as he sees 

the pink globule appear in the corner of his vision, and before he has time to think the ball is already 

somewhere around his lower shin. The catch would be straightforward in the professional realms of 

the game, but it is travelling fast and low, almost unquestionably too fast and too low for the batsman 

to not be reprieved here. The batsman breathes a quiet sigh of relief and the spectators watch for the 

ball passing through the slips and crossing the boundary at fine third man. Meanwhile the fielder has 

tumbled to the ground, all knees, elbows and baggy clothes. The ball does not emerge. The fielder 

must be lying on it. But what’s this? The fielder is holding the ball aloft with a tentative, inquisitive 

appeal towards the square. The crowd have gone silent but then amongst the whispers, a faint garble 

of ‘maaaaaaaaate’ can be heard. The batsman enquires politely to the Captain and Umpire to check 

whether or not the catch is good. Sensationally, it is! 
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Special features 

The bowling competition 

 

CtC had stayed in some crispy locations before, from evil villain’s lair (Budapest) to porn shoot locations 

(Corfu), but never before in a bowling alley, not least the only one in a country. As such, it made sense 

to use the facilities... if only the same could be said of the chairman’s bowling.  

 

 
 

This being CtC, and this being a deeply planned tour, it made sense that this was to be a highly 

competitive and thoroughly organised bowling competition. The club management saw this as an 

opportunity to hand some leadership experience to famous lone-ranger Jack Dillon, his life-motto of 

‘everyone should do what they want’ deemed a potential risk to harmony in the camp.  

 

Jack took the mantle on with good grace, organising a ‘scotch’ doubles competition, which divided the 

squad into two pools, with the top two from each pool due to face off in the semi-finals. 

 

The pool stages were hard fought and competitive, except when Cass was involved, who was utterly 

pathetic. From Pool A, the so-called pool of death, was tight as predicted, with Hammo and Rudders 

topping, and D’evaux and Rupert squeaking through in second place. From Pool B the unlikely pairing 

of Pemberton and Nuggsy came through, alongside Shaw (a famously excellent bowler) and Sherwin. 
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Finals evening was a riotous affair with the whole squad gathered to watch a thrilling final between 

Hammond/Rudkin and Pemberton/Nuggsy. The four players each exhibited similar bowling set-ups to 

their cricketing ones; Hammond was of course nauseatingly consistent, Rudders theoretically good but 

poor under pressure, Pemberton unpredictable and Nuggsy a gritty competitor. In a precursor of the 

marquee fixture of tour the final came down to the final pin, Nuggsy needing to hit to take the victory. 

Sadly for Nuggsy and Pembo it wasn’t to be, and Hammond and Henry Rudkin triumphed 85-83, and 

were the inaugural CtC bowling champions. 

 

 
 

Scenes after the final ball is bowled 
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The Tour Bus 

 

CtC’s merry men will agree that Tourwanda was uniquely special among a string of sublime tours. 

They’ll also agree it wasn’t just the cricket that made this tour excellent, we had a tour bus, not a fag-

burnt Monaco minibus, an actual bus, with our very own drives, the wonderful Eddie. Amongst the 

highlights of these nerve-jangling trips were the tension relieving ballads belted out by most of the 

squad. Various club classics were remastered/butchered to suit the rare units of the club and the unique 

surrounds we found ourselves in. A brief compendium has been assembled to jog your memories and 

bring a smile/wince to your giddy little faces. 

 

 
  

Song: The CtC Song to the tune of Flower of Scotland 

Written by: Fairbank, Sherwin, Dillon. First performance led by Shaw and Sherwin 

Lyrics:  Oh Sons of Thunder 

         When will we see 

         Them play again 

Led by the chairman 

He leads his merry men 

They will play for him 

Skill game in a bin 

It’s runs and wickets 

WE COME AWAY! 

  

We bowl right arm over 

Every time 

Every place 

Flaky top order 

We killed them in Hungary 

Corfu a shambles 

Cass shat in the brambles 

And now Rwanda 

WE GO AGAIN! 

 

Rating: 8/10 – the birth of the Cambridge to Casablanca Cycling Cricket Team’s team song was 

definitely one of the rhythmic highlights of tour. While Flower of Scotland is a very dreary template, the 

songsmiths whipped up a rousing tune regaled several times by CtC’s merry men. 
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Song: The French National Anthem 

Performed by: Thanks Cass 

Lyrics: Not necessary 

Rating: 9/10 – exquisite knowledge and heartfelt delivery, would’ve been 10 if Cass was wearing his 

banter trilby or a beret. An honourable mention really as it wasn’t actually on the bus but on the hallowed 

Gahanga turf. 

  

 

Song: MAMBA to the tune of “Baby give it up” by KC and the Sunshine Band 

Performed by: The Nugget and team 

Lyrics: Mamba Mamba Mamba Mamba Club Maaamba Cluuub, Maaamba Maaamba Cluuub 

Rating: 8/10 – short, simple, loud, excellent. 

 

 

Song: We are the army 

Performed by: Jordi 

Lyrics: No deal 

Rating: 0/10 – Jordi, thanks. 

  

  

Song: I’m forever blowing bubbles 

Performed by: Jimmy Coe 

Lyrics: Yawn, everyone knows the chorus. 

Rating: 4/10 – CTC’s resident chipmunk just couldn’t resist. Marks for singing with gusto, from the one 

person who gave a shit. 

  

  

Song: ‘Puff and blow’ to the theme of ‘Shape of you’ by Ed Sheeran 

Written and Performed by: Billy Bakeoff 

Lyrics:  I’m in love with the shape of Hugh 

         Puff and blow like I’m running two 

Moto round singing Sherwin’s tunes 

I’m the king of Kigali 

  

Last night Coe was getting loose 

Scouting rippers and endless booze 

Ev’ryday is disarray for the Chairman’s troops 
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That is stumps in Kigali 

 

Rating: 8/10 – high marks for turning a dreadful song by an utter cunt into something very worthwhile. 

  

  

Song: Tim Harper’s South Africa song 

Performed by: Inspector Boredom (Ed Pearson) 

Lyrics:  Ooh weya 

Repeat 

A rikitiki tumba 

Repeat 

A masa masa maasa 

Repeat 

Ooh badu waa, badu waa, badu weh 

Repeat 

Repeat and get louder 

Rating: 8/10 – fireupbeyyyyyys. 

  

  

Song: Chicago/Walking down canal street 

Performed by: General Gloom (George Dean) 

Lyrics: No 

Rating: 2/10 – tiresome rugby nonsense. 

  

 

Song: Angels remix 

Written and performed by: We’ve got Hammo 

Lyrics: I’m down at eight 

My defensive leaves an open gate 

But does he know 

My ancient Powerbow 

Would still smash this foe? 

If I had been bowled, 

Then their batsmen 

Would have ducks of gold 

  

So as I’m sitting in the sheds 

The Nug is plinking 15 red, 

The chairman’s lost his head 

  

And through it all 

He bats without protection 

He’s faced with insurrection 

Calling tails was wrong 

And though we one and all 

Would do an even worse job (job) 

And Davo is a real nob, 

The ballers gone global 

It’s time for new blood 

The chairman’s lost his head 

Rating: 9/10 – an excellent ode to the chairman’s crap swede, would’ve been 10 if it wasn’t such a 

shite song in the first place. 
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 Song: Guide Me, O Thou Great Redeemer 

Performed by: Most of the bus 

Lyrics: Not necessary 

Rating: 7/10 – zealous team delivery. 

  

  

Song: Herman's Hermits - I'm Into Something Good 

Performed by: F’twank/Sherwin 

Lyrics:  Woke up this morning feeling fine 

got the chairman’s army on my mind 

deano's got us playing the way we shouuuuuldd 

oh yeah 

Something tells me we're into something good 

Rating: 8/10 – a genuine hit repeated several times throughout tour, and since, good thing to have 

around the boys. 

  

  

Song: Wake me up by Avicii remix 

Written and performed by: Pembo 

Lyrics:  Feeling my way through the Mamba 

         Guided by a dusty swede 

         I can’t tell when this tourrr will end 

         But I know it’s a slog 

  

So wake me up when tour is over 

When I’m wiser and I’m sober 

         All this time I was losing my sweeeede 

         Didn’t know where it was 

  

         Duu Duu DuDuDiDuDu Duu Duu DuDuDuDu DuDuuuuuu (repeat) 

Rating: 7/10 – a passionate hark back to simpler times and simpler tours, alas. 

  

  

Song: The Blaydon Races 

Performed by: Rutty 

Lyrics:  Ah went to Blaydon Races, ‘twas on the ninth of Joon, 

In eighteen hundred an’ sixty-two, on a summer’s efternoon; 

Ah tyuk the ‘bus frae Balmbra’s, an’ she wis heavy laden, 

Away we went alang Collingwood Street, that’s on the road to Blaydon. 

Chorus 

Ah me lads, ye shudda seen us gannin’, 

We pass’d the foaks upon the road just as they wor stannin’; 

Thor wes lots o’ lads an’ lasses there, all wi’ smiling faces, 

Gannin alang the Scotswood Road, to see the Blaydon Races. 

Second verse 

We flew past Airmstrang’s factory, and up to the "Robin Adair", 

Just gannin’ doon te the railway bridge, the ‘bus wheel flew off there. 

The lasses lost their crinolines, an’ the veils that hide their faces, 

An’ aw got two black eyes an’ a broken nose in gan te Blaydon Races. 

(Chorus) 

When we gat the wheel put on away we went agyen, 
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But them that had their noses broke they cam back ower hyem; 

Sum went to the Dispensary an’ uthers to Doctor Gibbs, 

An’ sum sought out the Infirmary to mend their broken ribs. 

(Chorus) 

Noo when we gat to Paradise thor wes bonny gam begun; 

Thor was fower-an-twenty on the ‘bus, man, hoo they danced an’ sung; 

They called on me to sing a sang, aw sung them "Paddy Fagan", 

Aw danced a jig an’ swung my twig that day aw went to Blaydon. 

(Chorus) 

We flew across the Chain Bridge reet into Blaydon toon, 

The bellman he was callin’ there, they call him Jackie Brown; 

Aw saw him talkin’ to sum cheps, an’ them he was pursuadin’ 

To gan an’ see Geordy Ridley’s concert in the Mechanics’ Hall at Blaydon. 

(Chorus) 

The rain it poor’d aw the day an’ myed the groons quite muddy, 

Coffy Johnny had a white hat on - they war shootin’ "Whe stole the cuddy." 

There wes spice stalls an’ munkey shows an’ aud wives selling ciders, 

An’ a chep wiv a hapenny roond aboot, shootin’ "Noo, me boys, for riders." 

(Chorus) 

Rating: Needless to say, it’s 10/10 for the aural highlight of tour, and perhaps for some the real 

champagne moment of tour. Thank you, Rutty. 

  

  

Song: “We’ve got X etc.” 

Performed by: Shez and team 

Lyrics: We’ve got hammo, duh duh duh duh DUH DUH oooohhhh Coey COEY – and various iterations 

Rating: 7/10 – not the most original but frequently sung and widely appreciated, nice to involve the little 

people. 

  

Thanks Lads, thanks all. And that was, stumps. 
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Appendix: Tour averages 

 

Batting 

 

 
 

Bowling 
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